Build the dream...
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...the best way to use 4 tennis balls!
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emesis NXT is a two place, retractable gear, single
engine, kit airplane of all molded carbon fiber
construction allowing a very sleek aerodynamic profile.
Powered by a world class Lycoming TI0-540NXT engine and a Hartzell Three
Blade Propeller, NemesisNXT is a
high performance, breathtakingly
personal transportation and racing
airplane available in kit form .
The design of the NXT is a result of
extensive wind tunnel testing,
thorough computer modeling,
coupled with nine years of
experience (and success) of

the race plane, Nemesis.
The NXT is a precision handcrafted, high performance kit
airplane, built with the highest quality materials.
Each NXT receives meticulous attention in every detail.

The NXT is designed for
fast, easy assembly
Because of the Perfect Fit Technology™ (PFT) that is
incorporated into each kit, the time spent to assemble the
NXT is greatly reduced.
For every hour that Nemesis Air Racing, Inc. utilizes the PFT,
hundreds of hours are saved for the NXT assembler. All
components of each kit are handcrafted and keyed with PFT.
NXT components are NOT massed produced. Each NXT
receives PFT ensuring ease of assembly and fast build times.

Not only is the NXT designed for fast assembly but also for very high performance.
NXT is not for every pilot. But for every pilot who wants the feel of a fighter and jetlike speed, built with the technology of proven success – NXT is handcrafted for
you!
And there is even room for an adventurous friend & an overnight bag!

Nemesis NXT prototype. N333XT Race# 3X. Pilot Jon Sharp.
NEW 2005 in Classic American Racer paint scheme

Specifications:
Wingspan

Configuration:

24 feet

Length

23 feet

Weight

1500lbs. (empty)

Engine

Lycoming TI0-540-NXT

Propeller

3 blade Constant Speed

Two Place, Side by Side
Tail Dragger
Low Wing
Main Gear Retract
Steerable Tailwheel
Side Stick Controls
Carbon Fiber Monocoque Const.
Permanently Attached Wing
Split Flaps

Fuel Quantity 90 gallons (useable)

Performance: Breathtakingly Fast!
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